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Introduction
In July 2014 Into SA has launched the eAFRICA Platform.
Driven by the high number of enquiries from its
corporate Clients to supply them with economic, political
and ﬁscal information on other countries in Sub-Saharan
Africa, it transpired that most of them are seeking
contact to the various governments and associations, in
order to participate in their procurement process and
oﬀer their mostly well developed and sophisticated
products and services.
Into SA has over the past three years already intensiﬁed
its contacts to various political stable and economically
prosperous African countries and completed a
comprehensive due diligence study on all 49 sub-Saharan
African countries in order to assess the legislative frameworks, political stabilities, ﬁscal abilities and
subsequently the prospect and the conditions for its Clients to get involved in their economies, being it as an
investor, business partner, tender applicant or market observer.
The ﬁndings of the due diligence study and the various meetings with representatives of the countries’
industries, government and bilateral organisations and associations have led to Into SA’s eAFRICA Platform, the
unique gateway for going into business in sub-Saharan Africa.

eAFRICA Platform
Into SA and Into HR Clients can register at any time to
access the eAFRICA Platform and may – at any given
time and subject to the terms and conditions –
disengage from it. In this context eAFRICA oﬀers four
diﬀerent engagement levels:
Level I
Level II
Level III
Level IV

Representation
Introduction / Networking
Framework
Conclusion / Submission

eAfrica Engagement Level
I:

REPRESENTATION

Participation in eAFRICA will oﬀer any company or
individual interested to engage in business activities in
any of the countries, which are already enabled on the
Platform, to be represented – virtually or physically.
Based on the successful eOFFICE concept, Into SA
maintains physical representation as well as work and
meeting facilities in those countries. This on-site
representation is the ﬁrst level of corporate
engagement in Africa, giving the client – independent
from any incorporated legal presence – a physical
presence through representation.

II:

INTRODUCTION

On the second level of engagement, eAFRICA
facilitates the introduction of the Client to prospective
business partners, government representatives or the
administration in each country. Introductions are
non-binding and all related networking events and
workshops are hosted by Into SA either in the target
country or by invitation of all interested parties to
South Africa. The Introduction-Level also provides all
necessary legal, economic, ﬁscal and political

information

that is necessary to arrive at informed
decisions and to prevent disappointment on any
subsequent level.

III:

FRAMEWORK

After the Introduction-Level yielded a successful identiﬁcation of partners or
interested parties within the public or private sector, Into SA assists in the preparation
of any further steps by creating the legal and administrative framework, incorporating
local requirements and idiosyncrasies to prepare the Client for any further
engagement, ranging from whole Company Set-Ups to all operational requirements
including Visas, Tax Registrations and compliance with any local content,
indigenisation or empowerment policy.
IV:

CONCLUSION

At the ﬁnal level specialised and locally versed members of the Into SA Teams and
Networks will assist our Client with the drafts and submission of legal documents such
as Letters of Intent, Joint Venture Agreements or Tenders Applications and supporting
documentation, chair contract negotiations and facilitate the ﬁnalisation of any terms
and conditions under which future business shall be conducted.

Every Client, who has been guided by Into SA through all four levels of the eAFRICA
Platform enjoys the full support of local and international contacts, networks and
expertise, out of one hand and with the quality standards they are used from Into SA.
With its eAFRICA Platform Into SA adds light and success to anyone doing business on
the “Dark Continent”.

Fee Structure
Each Level of the eAFRICA Platform has its own fee and remuneration structure:

Level I:
The basic rates for the “Physical eOFFICE Desk” of the eOFFICE in the target country
apply.

Level II:
Participation Fees for Networking Events and Workshops apply, with travel costs not
included but may be sponsored from time to time. Research, due diligence and market
analysis are charged on an hourly basis

Level III:
Fees for individual services and service packages apply with additional work being
charged for on an hourly basis.

Level IV:
Consulting, drafting and compiling contracts, tender applications and supporting
documentation attract a basic fee with possible additional charges for reviews and
amendments.
All fees charged, excluding reimbursements or disbursements, shall attract
Value-added Tax at the rate as enacted in the country, in which the Into SA oﬃce that
issues the respective invoices is situated.

Terms and Conditions
1. eAFRICA is a protected and registered brand and
trademark and its copyright vests exclusively in Into SA
Limited in South Africa.
2. eAFRICA Agreements are concluded individually for the
Levels I – IV, each for a minimum time period of six months
and are extended automatically quarter-by-quarter
thereafter, if not terminated by either party at least 14
calendar days prior to the current term’s expiry.
3. eAFRICA fees are due on presentation of invoice; fees in
arrears for more than 7 (seven) calendar days will attract
penalty interest in an amount of 15.5% per annum while
fees in arrears for more than 60 calendar days give Into SA
the right to immediate termination of the Agreement.
4. eAFRICA fees include, telephone calls and stationary as
well as consumables used, while travel expenses, the cost
of accommodation as well as any entrance-, submission- or
application fees will be invoiced separately and are due on
presentation of their respective invoice.
5. Each Client entering Level I of the eAFRICA Platform will
be required to enter into a separate eOFFICE Agreement
with its own terms and conditions, who shall form part of
the eAFRICA Agreement.
6. The eAFRICA Platform may only be used for furthering
the business as speciﬁed in the application form and may
neither be copied, applied to or otherwise utilised for any
other business, product or service outside the stipulated
business of the Client nor for the beneﬁt of any third party
other than the Client without prior written consent of Into
SA.
7. Each Client undertakes to conduct their business in
accordance with all applicable law and with all necessary
operation licenses and approvals in place, which need to be
disclosed to Into SA on demand.
8. To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable law,
Into SA will neither be liable for any negative decisions on
applications, fruitless contact attempts, failed contract
negotiations or any negative tender outcome nor for any
consequential material or immaterial losses sustained.
9. The Client expressly and speciﬁcally agrees to waive and
not to claim any damages, direct, indirect, punitive, special
or consequential, including, but not limited to, lost
business, revenue, proﬁts or data, for any reason
whatsoever arising out of or in connection with the
Agreement, any failure to furnish any service provided
hereunder, any error or omission with respect thereto.
10. Into SA cannot guarantee any political, ﬁscal or
economic ability or stability of any party approached or
country targeted within the eAFRICA mandate.
11. All formal notices must be in writing to the address
recorded on the application form. It is the Client’s
responsibility to keep their address of record up to date at
all times with the designated eAFRICA consultant.

“I am a great believer that if you know
how to operate in Africa, there are
unbelievable opportunities.”
Jim Ovia, Nigeria
Founder of Zenith Bank

12. Into SA does not entertain, encourage, tolerate or
otherwise agree to any acts of corruption, neither actively
nor passively, and reserves its right to cancel the eAFRICA
Agreement without notice should any eAFRICA Client be
proven guilty of conduct that constitutes or involves
coercion, bribery or any other award of beneﬁts not being
regarded as fair consideration for a speciﬁc service
rendered or product delivered.
13. This Agreement and all information, data, contact
details and reports disclosed during its duration are
deemed conﬁdential. Neither Into SA nor the Client may
disclose any part of it without the other’s written consent
unless required to do so by law or oﬃcial authority. This
obligation continues indeﬁnitely after the Agreement is
terminated, independent from the reason for its
termination.
14. This Agreement is interpreted and enforced in
accordance with the law of the place where the
Agreement is concluded. And all dispute resolution
proceedings will be conducted in the country, state or
province where the place of signature is located. If any
provision of these terms and conditions is held void or
unenforceable under the applicable law, the other
provisions shall remain in force.
15. Any eAFRICA Agreement is deemed to be concluded
with Into SA accepting of the application and remains valid
until such time timeous notice of cancellation has been
given and the termination period expired. Non-payment
does not render the eAFRICA Agreement invalid and is not
deemed a tacit cancellation notice.
16. Any eAFRICA Agreement concluded supersedes all
previous eAFRICA Agreements. Amendments except for
extensions of the duration of the Agreement shall only be
valid if in writing and signed by all parties.
17. Into SA reserves its right to amend these terms and
conditions at any time without prior notice with the
amendments becoming of full force and eﬀect on the date
of their publication on the Into SA Website
www.into-sa.com.
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